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Please find enclosed an appeal against the licence (TOS/S47A) granted by the 

Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine. 
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Environment Correspondent, Daily Mail 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL UNDER SECTION 40(1) OF 
FISHERIES (AMENDMENT) ACT %997 (NO. 23) 

Name and address of appellant . 2 S eee-G n ra ro 
~GYI 1 
Q mlouyh Vier-F 
Fmotry 

Telephone: -- Fax: 
Mobile Tel: E-mail address: 

Subject matter ofthe appeal: y 
i~IeQse See enr-lMeg (T 5/5/4  7 A) w{ die in 

tour 

Site Reference Number- 
(as allocated by the Department of Agriculture Fisheries & Food) (-rs j547  A\)  
Appellant! s.Parfieular interest 
in the outcome of the appeal:  
The concern of interested and committed residents about the destruction of a 
particularly attractive seascape on a highly sensitive route encompassing 
Wild Atlantic Way, Sheeps Head Way (A126) and Walk, and Nature 2000, 
and the advent of further aquaculture into an inlet already enduring more 
than its proportionate and required share. 
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Outline the grounds of appeal (and: if necessary 
on additional naae(s) W e fall grounds ofthe 
anuealandthe reasons. considerations and L.RECEILV'IED 

oit 

arguments on which they are based): 
The procedure and granting of this licence (T5/547A) are contrary to 
accepted protocols defined in directives and regulations —national and 
European. A total lack of transparency has been shown and requests for 
information, even under FOI, have been denied. It seems to follow a 
systemic antipathy within the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine which is predisposed to railroad licence applications, such as this, 
through while totally ignoring multiuser reconciliation. The development is 
contrary to the well-being ofthe area, particularly given its adjacency to the 
Wild Atlantic Way, Sheeps Head Walk and a designated Nature 2000 site 
and, contrary to what is, stated in the A~al Determination, a relatively 



high rural population density. We request the overturning of the licence 
granted. 

Fee enclosed: E 
(payable to the Aquaculture :Licences Appeals Board is accordance with the Aquaculture 
Licensing Appeals (Fees) Regulations, 1998 (S.I. No. 449 of 1998))(See Note 2) 

Signed by appeIlent t Date. b  
Note 1: This notice should be completed under each heading and duly signed by the appellant and be 
accompanied by such documents, particulars or infannadon relating to the appeal as the appellant considers 
necessary or appropriate and specifies in the Notice. 

~✓ Note 2: The fees payable are as fallows: 
Appeal by licence applicant E380.92 
Appeal by  any other individual or organisation 6152.37 
Request for an Oral Hearing (fee payable in addition to appeal fee) E76.18 
In the event that the Board decides not to hold an Oral Hearing the fee will not be refunded 
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The Aquaculture IJcenses Appeal Board, Replies to: Ian Stretch on behalf of 

KilminchyCourt Seefinn Group, Gleplo ~
~~.A

•T
.
(
w
jRLuen- 

Pordaoise, Co Laois Co. Cork "~"/'EAB Ein 

RefTS/547A "''~ 9 Jul 14 

4July, 2014 

A.e.AL 11:7 ~~  ti We wish to appeal the decision of the Minister for Agriculture, . 00 
Marine granting a licence for the cultivation of macro=algae in Gearhies, Co Cork 
(T5/547A). Specifically, we address our appeal agauvst the Background of the 
Minister's decision not to seek an Environmental Tmpae' Statement and contend 
that the Ministerial Determination issued in relation to the`application, denying  any 
meaningful consultative process, was indicative of the decision to grant the licence 

Q as a fait accompli and effectively denied any meaningful public engagement or 
consultative process. In his determination the Minister contends that `it (proposed 
aquaculture activity) is not likely to have significant effects on the environment' 

_._..._._ __and.that_an-MS_-is..not. required.__Our submission.details_seasons c_oncems a_rising._ . __......_ 
from the granting of the licence — concerns that arise from specific statements 
which appear to have guided the Minister in granting the licence. 

Giving reasons for not directing the provision of an EIS, the Minister states that he had regard to the 
provisions of national and European regulations and directives. Having consulted V*b counsel we have 
been advised that before seeking redress at both national and European levels we are required to 
exhaust established procedures and appeal the decision. Counsel has advised that, ab fordo, the 

Minister's modus operandi and ultimate decision lacked transparency, that they represented clear 

examples ofthe predetermination of an outcome while an approved assessment process was available 

but not engaged with, iliattheseasons given for not requiring an EIS represented a blatant denial of 
potential risks and problems, that it should be contextuallsed against the marked avoidance of other 

such EIS requirements since he hastakert office, and that a basis for a legal challenge to this decision Is 

a co 1Peliing and open toengagementtousatnationaland,If necessary,.atEuropean Union levels. We 
await your consideration of this submission which addresses the reasons forthe Minister for choosing 
notto require an-E15 and hisgranting fth hcencea,, your reply. 
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The Aquaculture Ucenses appeal Board, Replies to: Ian Stretch on behalf of 

Kilminchy Court Seefinn Group, Glenlough West Bantry, 

Portlaoise, Co taols Co. Cork 

AQ  
1 

, l .. 
RefrS/547A .. _- APPOALc  ~F 

41uly, 2014 O Q 
UL 2014 

I,  LcLi l:* 
We wish to appeal the decision of the Minister for gn d and e 
Marine granting a licence for the cultivation of macro-algae in Gearhies, o rk 
(T5/547A). Specifically, we address our appeal against the background of the 
Minister's decision not to seek an Environmental Impact Statement and contend 
that the Ministerial Determination issued in relation to the application, denying any 
meaningful consultative process, was indicative of the decision to grant the licence 
as a fait accompli and effectively denied any meaningful public engagement or 
consultative process. In his determination the Minister contends that `it (proposed 
aquaculture activity) is not likely to have significant effects on the environment' 
and that an EIS is not required. Our submission details serious concerns arising 
from the granting of the licence — concerns that arise from specific statements 
which appear to have guided the Minister in granting the licence. 

Giving reasons for not directing the provision of an EIS, the Minister- states that he 
had regard to the provisions of national and European regulations and directives. 
Having consulted with counsel we have been advised that before seeking redress at 
both national and European levels we are required to exhaust established 
procedures and appeal the decision. Counsel has advised that, ab initio, the 
Minister's modus operandi and ultimate decision lacked transparency, that they 
represented clear examples of the predeteimination of an outcome while an 
approved assessment process was available but not engaged with, that the reasons 
given for not requiring an EIS represented a blatant denial of potential risks and 
problems, that it should be contextualised against the marked avoidance of other 
such EIS requirements since he has taken office, and that a basis for a legal 
challenge to this decision is compelling and open to engagement to us at national 
and, if necessary, at European Union levels. We await your consideration of this 
submission which addresses the reasons for the Minister for choosing not to 
require an EIS and his granting of the licence, and your reply. 
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Submission to appeals board 
a) The nature and scale of the proposed aquaculture activity: The site chosen for this 

proposed development is totally unsuitable. This inlet is already used intensely for 
salmon farming and given the major escape of approximately a quarter of a million 
fish as a result from cages which had not been properly maintained overthe years 
there can be little hope that yet another ingression of aquaculture Into this area of 
Bantry Say will result in improved levels of environmental responsibility and 
propriety. The cages from which these fish escaped had already dragged their 
mooring attachments In. 2005/2006 so little would appear to have been learned from 
that incident 

b) The limited magnitude and extent of the direct impacts arising from the proposed 
aquaculture activity: This is totally aspirational. Studies such as those cited indicate 
that there are real and meaningful concerns surfacing for more than a decade. In 

"'intenside andsemi-Tn-tdh0A aquaculf fri vanouschemicaishave been used forfile 
prevention and control ofdisease, water treatment, removal of predators and 
prevention of fouling organisms. In some cases concern has arisen over the potential 
Impacts of such chemicals on the environment and the health of farm workers and 
consumers. so  far, there are only a few reports of chemicals used in seaweed culture 
to control disease, remove fouling organisms and predators and to assist processing. 
Formaldehyde has been used for controlling the growth of epiphytes 
on Gracilarla (Santellces and Doty, 1989)1  and slaked lime has been used to control 
other predators (North, 1987).1  It Is Important to ensure that practices continue to 
be conducive to production ofa healthy projectwith minimal environmental impact. 
And therein lies the problem. The co-existence oftwo aquaculture industries side- 
by-slde would greatly increase the probability of such seaweed culture. chemicals 
being used: And the record of the Minister's department With regards regulation has 
been derisory. Two un-licenced test lines for rnacro-algae' were anchored, seeded 
and harvested by the currentapplicants and totally ignored by the Minister's 
department 

13antellces,B. and Doty, MS. 1989.Areview.ofGracia a farming. Aquaculture78,95-133. 

1 North, WJ.1987. oceanic farming of  Macrocvstis,  the problems Cultivation for 
of 

Renewable Resources led. K.T. Bird and P.H. Benson, pp 39-58. El 
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c) The absence of any protected structures or recorded monuments in the area of the 

proposed aquaculture activity: The European Environment Agency has suggested 

that significant changes are already underway and more can be expected as a result 

of human intervention_ 'Human activities are causing unprecedented 

environmental changes for coastal and marine ecosystems. Pressures from fishing, 

pollution from land- and sea-based sources, urbanisation, loss and degradation of 

valuable habitat, and invasions of non-native species are growing worldwide. All 

these impacts are likely to be exacerbated by the changing climate'. 3  virtually the 

entire peninsula west of the proposed site is designated as a Natura 2000 site of 

special environmental importance. Yet the Minister has dismissed the significance of 

this designation with the sweep of a keypad in suggesting that the absence of any 

protected structures or recorded monuments 'in the area of the proposed 

aquaculture activity' renders the Natura 2000 designation totally meaningless and 

redundant. 

d) The low population density of the surrounding area: This statement is factually 

Incorrect and intentionally misleading. It is clearly intended to suggest that virtually 

nobody lives in the proximate area. There are in fact literally scores of homes within 

a very short distance of and as, if not more significantly, within full vista of the 

proposed site. The Minister's statement is very light on accuracy and has been 

presented with the clear Intention of justifying the granting of the licence for this 

development. 

e) The low visual impact of the proposed aquaculture activity: Once again, this 

statement is misleading and does not represent the real situation. Cork County 

Council has recognised the visual heritage attached to the Sheep's Head Peninsula 

and has designated it as a scenic route and has specifically noted the Importance 

attached to the views from the east-west road with full view of the proposed 

development: the A126. 

If one travels this route from an eastern point of origin, e.g. The Westlodge Hotel in 

Bantry, the first open stretch of water one views is the site which the Minister has 

designated as suitable as not being injured by the low visual impact of the activity. 

This view is taken from high up the ridge to the south of the proposed development 

—a perspective from which an even more dominant impact of the site and potential 

Impact would be visible. And this viewpoint is on the famed Sheep's Head Walk—

accepted to be one of the loveliest and mostsherished in Ireland and abroad. 

AQUA CULTURE LICENCES 
APPEALS BOARD 
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This assertion on our part is not a localised or one made without basis. The Wild 
Atlantic Way is being promoted with energy to welcome additional tourist numbers 
to peninsulae such as that under discussion: Sheep's Head. Aesthetic aspects and 
multiuser conflicts have surfaced as contentious issues and the potential aesthetic 
Impact of aquaculture has dominated arguments over aquaculture development in 
some countries and aquaculture planners are having to ensure that potential 
aesthetic changes are considered during the development of new aquaculture 
ventures in order to avoid conflicts with other users (Dixon et al., ]990). 4  

view from southern perspective looking down on proposed aquaculture sft Note the salmon 
cages on the left of the photo. The proposed fifteen acre site would be in the rentre of the 
photograph between the salmon cages and Reen Point an the right of the photograph. 

0 The non-use of toxic or hazardous substances as part of the aquaculture activity: The 

proposed site is immediately adjacent to an existing salmon farm composed of six 

cages in total (two sites of three cages each). Research has Indicated that 

eutrophlcetion — pollution caused by activities such as fish farming— leads to 

excessive amounts of nutrients. The known consequences of cultural eutrophlcation 

Include blooms of blue-green algae tainted d of 

recreational opportunities. s NCj=S 
a~eaLs eoARo 

0 9 JUL 2M 
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4  Dixan, F. Cox, R and Bourne, N.1990. shellfish and marine nt aquaculture In British Columbia - flirts 
and solutlons. Paper presented at World Aquaculture '90.Jun 30-14,19#1FFVM pnada. 

Chlslack, M. F., Doster, E., Momer, R. A. & Wilson, A. E. (2013) Eutrophicatlon: causes, Consequences, and 
Controls In Aquatic Ecosystems. Nature Eddcatfon Knowledge 4(4):10 



Given the widespread extent of water quality degradation associated with nutrient 

enrichment, eutrophication has and continues to pose a serious threat to potable 

drinking water sources, fisheries, and recreational water bodies 6 

Furthermore, Art has found that in eutrophication .... "The nutrients especially 
phosphates and nitrates, typically promote excessive growth of algae. As the algae 
die and decompose, high levels of organic matter and the decomposing organisms 
deplete the water of available oxygen, causing the death of other organisms, such as 
fish..0  

Yet, and quite incomprehensively, this licence grant ignores completely the co-

existence of the salmon cages which inevitably discharge large nutrient levels into 

the water side-by-side with the proposed macro-algae site. it beggars belief that a 

rigorous scientific analysis of the two sites being placed in such proximity would 

result in the approval of this licence. 

C? And If one looks at the historic development of aquaculture In this location it is 

striking that the (now closed) much larger scaled Bantry Bay Mussels—the premises 

of which are visible in the bottom-right of the photograph — never applied for mussel 
lines in the waters immediately in front of his factory. Why not? Quite clearly the 

eutrophication effect of the salmon being raised in the inlet were recognised and 

acted on by never applying for an unsustainable aquaculture adjacent to these 

salmon cages. 

g) The minor risk of accidents occurring as result of the proposed aquaculture activity: 

Given the history of previous Incidents in associated aquaculture in this inlet (already 

referred to as the 2005/2006 cages being released onto Reen Point (visible on right-
hand side of photograph) and the escape of the quarter of a million salmon in 

February 2014 this aspiration is just that—an aspiration as opposed to a risk 

? assessment of the potential for accidents or incidents if this development is allowed 

progress. 

h) The low risk of impacts on navigational safety: A reading of the justifications for not 

demanding an Environmental impact Statement leads one to conclude that the 

writer(s) concluded that everything will be fine, everything will be okay because we 

hope it will be. The Whiddy Island Oil Storage facility is located in Bantry Bay, just to 

the east of the proposed aquaculture site. In 2012, the year for which The Central 

e  [bid. 
7 Art, H.W., 1993, Eutrophication, in Art, H 
environmental science (1st ed.); New York 
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Statistics Office provides its last published full-year figures; Bantry Bay received 
2,264,000 gross tonnage of traffic. Virtually all ofthis was generated by the Whiddy 
facility while Glengarriff Harbour.(north-eastofthe proposed site) has long been 
established recipient of luxury cruise liners and Bantry inner harbour receives almost 
weekly visits by Irish naval ships who usethe bayfor crew changes, etc. Given the 
previous incidents referred to by salmon cages evacuating their moorings what 
guarantees can credibly be sustained in this site? And ifany ropes or other 
attachments-from these macro-algae lines gain release and enter the navigational 
channels for Bantry Bay what will the low risk of impacts on navigational safety' 
count for then? The potential for a major environmental disaster are present If this 

development is allowed to proceed. And It Is even more extraordinary for a minister 
of an Irish government which has a national oil reserve interest in the Whlddy Island 
complex to countenance the possibility of putting national Interests at such a low 
premium. it will certainly make Interesting reading to have a journalistic 
Investigation of the ranking of priorities.which are in direct conflictwith.each other. 

The minimal impacton recreational.use ofthe adjoining use ofthe adjoining -.-- .- -. - -- 
foreshore: Mostsignificantly, the health of any people using the foreshore will be 
put at risk ifthe chemicals referred to in b) above are used. It would certainly raise 
issues of dereliction of public responsibility if water tests indicate the presence of 

such chemicals and their source traced to aquaculture in the locality. There have 
been too many examples of hopefulness being placed behind a rigorous scientific 
assessment of what emerges under  properly constructed EIS. Its absence in the 
case of the awarding of this licence strongly resonates the avoidance of real 
responsibility and transparency in the salmon escapefdeaths' in February 2014 

which were addressed as a Dail question and also, inter alla, featured on RTE Radio 
in Today with Sean O'Rourke. 

Similarly, the presence and enjoyment of the existing parking/viewing points that 
would overlook the, proposed aquaculture development would be greatly diminished 
fortourlsts and locals. alike, by the fifteen acre.aquacuituresiteImmediately offshore. 

J) Habitats Screening Matrix for aquaculture activities in outer Bantry Say, Co Cork, 
2013: In relation to the other foreshore areas ofthe.outer bay, Gearhies is 
overdeveloped. such excessive use of an area which has been designated as of high 
amenity value (Cork County Council), part of the Wild Atlantic Way and The Sheeps 
Head Walk will undoubtedly result in an intolerable spoiling of a cherished viewing 
inlet through additional pollution discharge and visual destruction of the placement 
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of a fifteen acre site dominated by 
barrel flotation, longlinesandaccompanying raft 

spaces. 
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